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200 words abstract
It is predicted that demand in future optical access networks will reach multi-gigabit/s per u
ser. The limited performance of the direct-detection technology coupled with time-division mu
ltiplexing, currently used in the optical network units (ONUs) at the customers’ premises, restr
icts data rates/user. Therefore, the concept of wavelength-division multiplexing coherent-enable
d passive optical networks has attracted attention in recent years due to the promises of high
receiver sensitivity, inherent frequency selectivity, and full compensation of linear channel imp
airments. However, the immense complexity of conventional digital coherent receivers has so f
ar prevented their introduction into access networks. Thus, to exploit the benefits of coherent
technology, low complexity coherent receivers, suitable for implementation in ONUs, are recen
tly proposed. This talk discusses the simplified coherent solutions for access networks and c
ompares them with their direct detection counterparts by assessing the trade-off between rece
iver sensitivity and required (optical and digital) complexity. It is concluded that the required
complexity will inevitably increase towards 50/100Gbs per wavelength. Low complexity cohe
rent solutions are more scalable, offering higher data rates and reach, whilst offering compara
ble optical receiver hardware complexity (in terms of optical components count) whereas powe
r consumption due to the required digital signal processing in a coherent receiver needs to b
e further investigated.

